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Abstract .  The logic engine technique has been used in the past to es- 
tablish the NP-hardness of a number of graph representations. The origi- 
nal technique can only be applied in those situations in which subgraphs 
exist for which the only possible layouts are rigid. In this paper we in- 
troduce an extension called the wobbly logic engine which can be used 
to prove the NP-hardness of several graph representations for which no 
such rigid layouts exist, representations by visibility and intersection in 
particular. We illustrate the method by using the wobbly technique to 
show the NP-hardness of deciding whether a graph has a nondegenerate 
z-axis parallel visibility representation (ZPR) by unit squares. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The area of automated graph drawing has largely been shaped by its limita- 
tions. Many popular aesthetics for graph representation, such as the desire for 
planar layouts without edge crossings, are realizable only in the most restricted 
of application settings. Relaxation of the aesthetic considerations, such as allow- 
ing a small number of edge crossings, often leads to difficult (that is, NP-hard) 
computational  problems. 

With the advent of better architectures and software for graphics, it has 
become possible to circumvent some of these limitations by visualizing graphs 
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in three dimensions instead of just two. For example, whereas edge-crossings 
are usually unavoidable in two dimensions, in a 3-dimensional setting they may 
generally be eliminated altogether. Also, by navigating through a 3-dimensional 
image, the user can often avoid views of the data which are aesthetically unap- 
pealing or confusing. 

Although the 3-dimensional setting allows for a richer variety of graph rep- 
resentations, it is also true that the increase in dimensionality brings with it 
new mathematical and computational challenges. In order to open the way for 
good heuristics, or to justify the relaxation of some of the objectives, it is often 
a sensible first step to determine whether computation of the representation is 
an NP-hard problem. 

One of the tools for establishing NP-hardness of graph realization problems 
is the so-called logic engine. It was first used by Bhatt and Cosmadakis [6] to 
show that it is an NP-complete problem to determine whether a tree of maximum 
degree 4 can be embedded in a planar grid, where tree vertices must be positioned 
at grid vertices and tree edges must occupy unit length grid edges. The logic 
engine was later employed to obtain lower bounds for checking whether a graph 
can be embedded in the plane as a proximity graph [14, 16, 17]. 

The technique can be summarized as follows (see the above references for 
more details; an overview will be contained in the upcoming book [13]). The re- 
duction is from the NP-complete problem "Not-All-Equal-3SAT" (NAE-3SAT), 
whose instances consist of c 3-element clauses on s literals. "Yes" instances are 
ones with truth assignments such that each clause contains at least one true 
literal and at least one false literal ([22]). 

frame 

Fig. 1. A logic engine for the NAE-aSAT instance (x, V x2 V ~s) A (~  V x8 V ~4) A 
(x, V z3 V x4). The shown position corresponds to the truth setting xl = 1, x2 -- 1, 
xs = 1, x4 = 0. 
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For every instance of the NAE-3SAT problem, a machine can be built such 
that a non-self-intersecting layout of the machine in the plane exists, if and only 
if the answer to the corresponding NAE-3SAT instance is "yes". In its most 
general sense, the machine consists of a rigid frame with vertical left and right 
sides joined at their midpoints by a horizontal bar. Attached to this bar are 
vertical rods that can rotate independently about the bar. One half of each 
rod corresponds to some variable X and the other half to its complement X ~. 
Each half-rod has c positions where flags may be placed. The flags may rotate 
independently about the vertical rods. Clauses are represented by pairs of rows 
of flag positions. Clause Ci is represented by the row i units above the bar and 
the row i units below the bar. The contents of each row depends on how the 
vertical rods are flipped around the bar. The region above the bar is interpreted 
as the "true" region, the region below is interpreted as the "false" region. 

Once this has been established, it is simple to encode a particular instance: if 
a literal Y = X or X ~ fails to appear in a given clause Ci, then a flag is positioned 
on the vertical rod for (X, XI), in the half corresponding to Y and at distance i 
from the bar. An unfilled position in the i th row above the bar corresponds to 
the occurrence of a true literal in Ci; similarly, an unfilled position in the i th row 
below the bar corresponds to the occurrence of a false literal in Ci. Rods and 
flags are to be turned and flipped so that flags on the left-most and right-most 
vertical rods point inward, and so that no flags positioned at the same distance 
i from the bar on two adjacent half-rods face each other. This can be done if 
and only if the NAE-3SAT instance is a "yes" instance. 

To apply the logic engine to a geometric graph representation problem, one 
first has to find a special graph whose spatial embedding is "rigid"; that is, one in 
which relative positionings of points in the embedding is fixed. The frame, rods 
and flags of the logic engine are then constructed using this graph as a building 
block. The problem with this approach is that for a large number of representa- 
tions, there are no graphs for which the relative positioning of any points in the 
embedding is necessarily fixed. For example, no geometric realization of an in- 
tersection graph of open squares is rigid, as any of the squares can be perturbed 
to some degree relative to the others without changing the intersection graph. 

The main contribution of this paper is a variant of the logic engine which can 
be applied to graph representation problems in which no rigid embeddings are 
possible. In place of rigid structures, we show how "wobbly" equivalents can be 
built such that the variation in position of any element of the engine, relative to 
any other element, is bounded. More precisely, we consider particular elements, 
called springs, having upper and lower bounds on their size. By building an 
appropriate structure from several springs, we can force some of them to be 
stretched close to their upper limits, while some are compressed to their lower 
limits. As a consequence, the overall variation can be made arbitrarily small with 
respect to the size of the engine, in such a way that the movements of the wobbly 
logic engine mimic those of a rigid logic engine. These springs can be designed 
for many problems, allowing NP-hardness proofs by constructing wobbly logic 
engines. 
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In this paper, we apply the wobbly logic engine technique to intersection 
graph intersection problems, and visibility representation problems. In particu- 
lar, in Sections 2 to 4, we give an NP-hardness proof for the problem of deciding 
whether a graph has a nondegenerate z-axis parallel visibility representation 
(ZPR) by unit squares. Section 3 describes properties of representations of a 
class of graphs called k-extensors. These graphs are used as springs in Section 4 
for the construction of a wobbly logic engine. The paper concludes in Section 5 
with a discussion of other applications of the wobbly logic engine. 

2 A 3-dimensional Visibility Representation 

The representation for which we establish NP-haxdness is the so-called z-parallel 
visibility representation (ZPR) by unit squares, where vertices axe represented 
by axis-aligned, z-orthogonal closed unit squares, and two vertices are adjacent 
if and only if the corresponding squares have a z-axis-paxallel "cylinder of visi- 
bility". Also, we allow only nondegenerate layouts, in that no two edges of two 
different squares may have identical x- or y-coordinate. 

We formally define what is meant by the term "cylinder of visibility". Given 
a square s, let r(s) be the projection of the interior of s onto the xy-plane, and 
~(s) be its z-coordinate. Let sl and s2 be squares such that ~(sl) < ((s2). For 
a cylinder of visibility to exist between sl and s2, r (s l )  N ~r(s2) must contain 
a disk which does not intersect the projection 7r(s) for any square s such that 

< ¢(s) < ¢(,2). 
This representation is a special case of the ZPR for rectangles introduced 

in [3], variants of which have been considered by a number of authors [1, 4, 5, 8, 
19, 21, 23, 25]. Moreover, ZPR for unit squares was considered in [19, 5], where 
it was shown that Ks has no layout, whereas K7 has a nondegenerate layout. 

A ZPR for a given graph can be quite useful for an overview of the struc- 
ture of the graph. In addition, the rectangles representing the nodes can carry 
extra information by color, shape, or size; furthermore, the orientation of arcs 
in a directed acyclic graph can be represented by the order in z-direction of 
the rectangles involved. See [5] for a practical example for a complicated graph 
representing a software package [2]. 

From a practical point of view, it would be quite useful to have an efficient 
(that is, polynomial-time) algorithm that decides whether a given graph can be 
represented. We will show that the existence of such an algorithm is unlikely. 
More precisely, we show that the following decision problem is NP-hard: 

PROBLEM ZPR-NDUS: 
Given a graph G = (V, E), does G admit a non-degenerate ZPR layout using 

unit squares? 

In the remainder of the paper, we will often use the same notation for vertices 
of a graph and the unit squares which represent them. The context in which the 
notation is used will make it clear whether we are discussing the graph or its 
layout. 
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3 S p r i n g s  f o r  a 3 - d i m e n s i o n a l  V i s i b i l i t y  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
In this section, we describe a basic structure that is used to build springs for 
a wobbly logic engine, which will  be used in the following section to prove the 
NP-hardness of Problem ZPR-NDUS. 

An extensor graph of k links (k-extensor) is a tripartite graph of the form 
G/~ = (Uk, Vk, Wk, E/~), where 

Uk = {uo, u l , . . ,  uk), 

Vk = {v0, vl , . . . ,vk-1},  and 

wk = {w0, wl , . . . ,  wk-1}. 

Edges of Ek are of the form 

(vi-1, ui), (wi-l ,  ui) for 1 < i < k, and 
(ui, vi), (ui, wi) for 0 < i < k - 1. 

The vertices u0 and uk are called the tabs of Gk (see Figure 2.) 

vo h v2 vt-1 

w 0 w~ w 2 wk. I 

uk 

Fig. 2. A k-extensor. 

L e m m a  3.1 (Hel ly)  Let t t  be a collection of n axis-aligned open rectangles in 
the plane. I f  every pair of rectangles has a common intersection point, then there 
is a point common to all rectangles of R. 

L e m m a  3.2 Let G be a graph with the 2-extensor G2 = (U2, V~, W~, E2) as an 
induced subgraph. Furthermore, let the only edges joining vertices of G \ G2 with 
those of G be incident to the tabs Uo and u2. Then for any valid non-degenerate 
layout of G, there exist axis-parallel lines lo and 11 such that 

- ~r(uo) is separable from Ix(u1) by lo, and ~r(ul) is separable from Ix(u2) by 11, 
- lo and Ix are parallel, 
- r(ul)  lies between lo and ll, and 
- all other axis-parallel lines separating ~r(uo) and r(ul)  (or ~r(ul) and r(u~)) 

are parallel to 1o and 11. 

Proof. Contained in the full version of the paper. 

L e m m a  3.3 Let G be a graph with the k-extensor Gk = (Uk, Vk, Wk, Ek) as 
an induced subgraph, for some k >_ 2. Furthermore, let the only edges joining 
vertices of G \ Gk with those of G be incident to the tabs uo and uk. Then for 
any valid non-degenerate layout of G, there must exist a set of axis-parallel lines 
L = { lo , l l , . . . , /k - t}  such that for all 0 < i < k, 
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- r (ui )  is separable from r(ui+l) by li, 
- the lines of L are parallel, 
- rr(ui) lies between li-1 and li, and 
- all other axis-parallel lines separating r(u~) and rr(Ui+l) are parallel to li. 

Proof. Contained in the full version of the paper. 

Given a non-degenerate layout of a graph G, we say that an induced k- 
extensor is vertical if the lines separating the projections of squares of U are 
orthogonal to the y-axis, and horizontal otherwise. Throughout the following 
lemmas, the notation (a, b) + {(c, d) × (e, f )}  denotes an open (d - c) × ( / -  e) 
rectangle, with lower left corner at (a + c, b + d). 

L e m m a  3.4 Let G be a graph with the h-extensor Gk = (Uk, Vk, Wk, Ek) as 
an induced subgraph, for some k > 2. Furthermore, let the only edges joining 
vertices of G \ Gk with those of G be incident to the tabs uo and uk. Let (zi, Yi) 
be the zy-coordinates of the centres of symmetry of ui, for 0 < i < k. For any 
valid non-degenerate layout of G: 

- IfGk is vertical, then (zk, yk) E (x0,Y0)+ { ( - k , k )  × (k~2k)} or (xk,y~) e 
(x0, y0)+ {(-k,k) × (-2k,-k)}. 

- IfGk is horizontal, then (xk,yk) E (zo, yo )+{ (k ,2k)  × ( - k , k ) }  or (xk,yk) e 
{(-2k,-k) × (-k, k)}. 

Proof. Contained in the full version of the paper. 

Two cases which come close to the bounds stated in the lemma are shown in 
Figure 3. 

4 A Wobbly Logic Engine for a 3-dimensional Visibility 
Representation 
We can think of a layout of a k-extensor as a flexible spring that  can be com- 
pressed and stretched within the limits described in Lemma 3.4. See Figure 3. 
In this section, we describe how these springs can be used to construct a wobbly 
logic engine for the problem ZPR-NDUS. 

lt/li __ 1 
~mta~a~s ~mrm~ 

F i g .  3. The layouts "stretched spring" and "compressed spring" for a k-extensor, and 
their symbols 
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The idea for the construction is as follows - see Figure 6 for an overview. 
Using "connector rings", we can combine several springs to "blocks" that have 
very small relative flexibility; these blocks can be used to build frame, rods, and 
flags of a logic engine. To allow free rotation of the rods and flags in the logic 
engine, we use special "pivot connector rings". The overall engine has the same 
basic properties as a rigid logic engine. 

Figure 4 shows the subgraphs Cr (regular connector ring) and Cp (pivot 
connector ring) and the symbols that are used to represent them in Figure 6. 
The squares are nodes that may also be tabs of k-extensors of adjacent springs, 
if necessary in the construction. Figure 5 shows the top view of a feasible layout 
for both types of connector rings. Note that the top part of a pivot connector 
ring (containing three tabs) can be transposed with respect to the bottom part 
(containing five tabs) without violating the layout of the ring. The centre square 
acts as a pivot for this transposition. 

Fig. 4. A standard connector ring (left) and a pivot connector ring (right) 

Fig. 5. Feasible representations for the connector rings 

The next lemma shows that the tabs of a connector ring cannot be very far 
from its center; the proof is immediate. 

Lemma 4.1 Let G = (V, E) be a graph having a connector ring C (Cr or Cp) 
as an induced subgraph. In a feasible layout of G, let (0, O) be the location of the 
central node of C. I f  (zi, Yi) ave the zy-coordinates of one of the tabs, then we 
have (xi, yi) 6 {(-4,4)  x (-4,4)}.  

In the following, we will refer to specific connector rings in Figure 6 by their 
reference numbers; we will also use the location of the canonical center of a 
connector ring to describe its position. 

Next we describe the structure of a block, which is the arrangement induced 
by the connector rings 1-9 in Figure 6. A block consists of nine connector rings, 
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Fig. 6. A flag in a wobbly logic engine 

forming a 3 x 3 lattice, in one direction connected by six 2rr~extensors (shown 
as the six vertical compressed springs (1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 5), (5, 6), (7, 8), (8, 9)), 
in the other direction connected by six m-extensors (the horizontal compressed 
springs (1, 4), (2, 5), (3, 6), (4, 7), (5, 8), (6, 9)), and diagonally connected by four 
(m + 1)-extensors (the stretched springs (2, 4), (2, 6), (4, 8), (6, 8)). Note that 
the four diagonal extensors form a diamond shape around the canonical center 
of the block (location 5 in the figure). 

Finally, blocks are used for building the higher-order structures, by joining 
them as shown in the figure. As the following lemma shows, the relative location 
of two adjacent block centers is dominated by the size of the parameter m, within 
error bounds of constant size. 

Lemma  4.2 Let G = (V, E) be a graph consisting of blocks as described above. 
Let (0, O) be the canonical center of  a block and let (zi, Yi) be the canonical center 
of an adjacent block. 

- I f  (x~,y~) is horizontally adjacent, then (a:i,yi) E (2re, O) + {(-16,52) × 
(-36,36)} or (zi,yi) e (-2re, O) -I- {(-52, 16) x (-36,36)}. 
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- / f  (zi, Yi) is vertically adjacent, then we have (zi, yi) 6 (0, 4m)+{(-34,  34) x 
(-16,56)} or (x,,y,) G (0,-4m) + {(-34, 34) x (-56, 16)}. 

Sketch:  Representatively, we consider the horizontal case. In Figure 6, let the 
position 11 be (0,0) and let 5 be the adjacent block. Without loss of generality 
assume that 5 lies to the right of 11. By considering the path from connector 11 
via 8 to connector 5, we conclude that 

zi _ > - 4 + m - 4 - 4 + m -  4 = 2 m -  16. 

By considering the path from connector 11 via 14, 10, 8, 6, 2 to connector 5, we 
conclude that 

zi <_ 4- m+4+4+ (m + I)+4+4+ (m+ I)+4+4+ (m+ I) +4 

+ 4 + ( m +  1 ) + 4 + 4 - m + 4  

= 2rn + 52. 

For the y-coordinate, consider the path from 11 via 10, 8, 6 to 5, implying 

zi _> -4+  2m- 4 - 4 -  2(m+ I) -  4 -  4 -  2(m + I)-  4 -  4+ 2m- 4 = -36. 

Similarly, the path from Ii via 12, 8, 4 to 5 forces 

xi _< 4 -  2m+4+4+ 2(m+ I) +4+ 4+2(m+ i) + 4 + 4 -  2m+4 = 36. 

The vertical case can be shown in a similar way. Note that this is also true if the 
blocks are connected by a pivot connector ring: consider the paths [17, 18, 19], 
[17, 16, 14, 18, 27, 29, 26], [17, 14, 18, 27, 26], [17, 20, 18, 25, 26] for the distance be- 
tween 17 and 26, where 18 is the pivot connector ring in between, and 29 is the 
connector ring below 26. [] 

L e m m a  4.3 Suppose we have an instance of NAE-3SAT that cannot be satis- 
fied. Then the corresponding wobbly logic engine has no feasible layout. 

Sketch:  Suppose we have an NAE-3SAT instance which cannot be satisfied. 
This means that for any layout of a rigid logic engine, we have a collision between 
flags. By choosing an appropriate representation of the flags by blocks, there 
will be an overlap of at least O(m) if we keep all the blocks rigid. As we showed 
above, allowing for wobble will produce variations of O( dist(p, q)) for the relative 
position of two block centers p and q, where dist(p, q) is the rectilinear distance 
of p and q in the canonical grid graph of block centers. Since this variation is 
independent of m and polynomial in the input size, choosing the free parameter 
m to be of sufficiently large value that is still polynomial in the input size forces 
an overlap of two flags in any layout of the wobbly logic engine. [] 

L e m m a  4.4 Suppose we have an instance of NAE-SSAT that can be satisfied. 
Then there exists a feasible layout of the corresponding wobbly logic engine. 

Proof. Contained in the full version of the paper. See Figure 6 for an example. 

Summarizing, we state: 

T h e o r e m  4.5 The problem gPR-NDUS is NP.hard. 
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5 O t h e r  A p p l i c a t i o n s  

The original logic engine has been used for a variety of "rigid" graph layout 
problems. One of them is the representation of a graph as the intersection graph 
of closed objects such as unit squares or unit disks. It is not hard to see how 
degenerate arrangements can be forced that can be used as rigid building blocks 
for a logic engine. On the other hand, these degenerate arrangements are neces- 
sarily unstable if perturbed even slightly. This makes it more attractive, when 
considering which graph representations to use, to require objects to intersect in 
a "fat" manner. This is equivalent to considering open objects only. 

The wobbly logic engine can be used to prove NP-hardness of a number of 
these problems. In this section, we sketch how we can prove NP-hardness of the 
problem of deciding whether a given graph is an intersection graph of open unit 
squares or open unit cubes. 

The first result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.5; note that all con- 
structions of the two preceding sections can be used without any changes: 

PROBLEM Open Unit Square Intersection Graph: 
Given a graph G = (V, E), is G the intersection graph of axis-aligned open 

unit squares in the plane? 

Coro l la ry  5.1 The problem Open Unit Square Intersection Graph is NP.hard. 

With some modifications, the approach may be extended to a 3-dimensional 
variant of this problem. 

PROBLEM Open Unit Cube Intersection Graph: 
Given a graph G = (V, E), is G the intersection graph of axis-aligned open 

unit cubes in 3-space? 

T h e o r e m  5.2 The problem Open Unit Cube Intersection Graph is NP-hard. 

Consider the modified k-extensor shown in Figure 7. For this type of k- 
extensor, it is straightforward to prove lemmas analogous to those in Sections 3 
and 4. For constructing a wobbly logic engine, we use a 3-dimensional 3 x 3 x 3 
lattice as a block, with appropriate diagonal springs forming a diamond shape 
around the center. Most of the engine can be built from these blocks analogously 
to the 2-dimensional case. However, since in the 3-dimensional setting flags can 
otherwise be oriented in four instead of two directions, we exclude two undesired 
directions by building appropriate protrusions near the pivots. 

v0 v~ v 2 

w 0 w 1 v~ 

vk. 1 ..+ 
wk.l 

Uk 

Fig. 7. A k-extensor for the problem 3-dimensional unit box intersection graph 
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In the same way, we can generalize even further: 

PROBLEM Open Unit Hypercube Intersection Graph: 
Given a graph G = (V, E),  is G the intersection graph of axis-aligned open 

unit hypercubes in d-space? 

Theorem 5.3 The problem Open Unit Hyperube Intersection Graph is NP- 
hard. 

The wobbly Logic engine technique can be applied to classes of objects other 
than squares or cubes. In particular, the following can be shown: 

T h e o r e m  5.4 The problem Open Unit Disk Intersection Graph is NP-hard. 
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